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About This Game

Queen of Seas is a casual platformer game. The game theme is about Yemanjá, the Queen of Seas in afro-brazilian religion. The
underwater enviroment is so beautiful such as the original background story.

You play as a fisherman’s son, that need to dive deep and deliver offerings to the Queen of Seas proof his family’s faith.

Player must avoid all deep sea danger and collect coins to upgrade his scuba dive suit.

Three upgrades are avaiable (3 levels each):
Helmet – makes you move faster.

Chest – makes you more resistant to shark and jellyfish attacks.
Legs – makes you jump heigher.

With more upgrades player can walk longer distances and (maybe) reach the Queen of Seas.

Player can get some extra coins by achievements unlocking.

Queen of Seas theme is inspired by real afro-brazilian religion and have a full original storytelling made by award winner writer.
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Title: Queen of Seas
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
BIOSZARD Dev
Publisher:
BIOSZARD Dev
Release Date: 2 Feb, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or 10

Processor: Pentium

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Graphics

Storage: 200 MB available space

English
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Is this a competent game? Yes. It has everything that you could expect from a game, definitely not an asset flip and some work
has put into this to make it work properly.

Is it fun? No. It's really boring, the upgrades you get just artificially extend the gameplay, and some of them end up hurting you
in the end like the jumping one forces you to jump extremely high and there's no way to jump lower than that. Your character is
slow, and the game doesn't get harder as you progress.

It's a game, everything works, it's just not entertaining. I can't reccomend buying it because it seemed to just waste my time.
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